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A: This happens because CMD is run once when the container is built, and on the first time when the container's process is run. If you want to run the command on all future executions, you have to move it to ENTRYPOINT. More information about Docker containers can be found here However, I would recommend you don't do this, and instead to use a more powerful tool that will
allow you to automate all the steps you want to take. If you only need to run the command once and it doesn't take long, you can run your Docker image by simply using a long-running container. For instance: docker run -d -P -it my/image:latest Once you run the container, you can run your command using: docker exec -it The -d parameter is necessary because Docker will start it (if it

didn't exist already) in daemon mode. The -P parameter is necessary because you need to run your command in detached mode. The -t parameter is necessary because you need to tell Docker that you want to have the container's tty/stdin/stdout forwarded to your process. If you need to run a command multiple times, such as in your case, you can use a shell script that run your command.
You can do so using: docker run -d -P -it [Script-Path] Don't forget to add the '#!/bin/bash' script header to your script. Your Dockerfile should look like this then: FROM centos:latest #Enable Epel repo RUN yum -y update #Install golang RUN yum -y install golang #Install required packages RUN yum -y install dirmngr wget \ openssl-devel libexpat-devel libtool \ autoconf \ epel-release

\ unzip \ python-pip \ python-virtualenv \ git \ python-crypto #Install go-latest RUN curl -L \ | tar xvz --strip-
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Visual Studio Core Installation Guide - Community Documentation. Learn more - set up Visual Studio, install new.NET SDKs, and find Visual Studio for Mac tutorials. Use the Visual Studio Installer (VSIX).NET Development Is there any way to install Visual Studio 2017 RC2 offline.. Everytime I try to create an offline installer for VS2017 RC2, I get a "Setup was unable to download
the files or the prerequisites for this update". MSDN - Visual Studio for Mac tutorials Possible SP1 fixes - exe error message - maybe not This is not just a visual studio issue. It is a windows issue and might be dependent on the windows instance. 1. System information. The Tools menu includes these commands: Help, Index and Search. How can I debug the CreateLivePerson

pipeflowexpertv730crack,PCI Realtek RTL8201CL 10100 LANPHY error? VPN install from Xcode 10 creates error message in. Visual Studio Installer Mgmt Studio Installation Visual Studio For Mac - YouTube Visual Studio Installer CreateLivePerson Trivy-Mac - Visual Studio Hello all, I am trying to install Visual Studio for Mac. I have Visual Studio installed. Every time I try to
create an offline installer for VS2017 RC2, I get a "Setup was unable to download the files or the prerequisites for this update". Visual Studio Skype For Mac Visual Studio for Mac and Skype | Microsoft Learn My guest account in Windows 10 has no such problem. I tried a lot of options and waited till the download was complete. My problem is that I can't install the offline version. MSI

files don't work at all and I get a error message. Upgrading Visual Studio 2015 to Visual Studio 2017 The upgrade created several problems, mainly with installing the Visual Studio for Mac emulator. Regardless of whether I set it to the correct version or the 32-bit version of my Mac OS X Installer as recommended by Microsoft, the emulator would not run. Here's some of my output.
How to recover deleted files on Android phone using Samsung Kies? I want to recover some of my files on my Android Phone using Samsung Kies. I just installed Samsung Kies and it shows everything in my phone except the video files that were deleted by my teenage son. How to Install Office 365 3e33713323
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